We discuss two changes of paradigms that occurred in science along the XX th century: the end of the mechanist determinism, and the end of the apparent incompatibility between biology, where emergence of order is law, and physics, postulating a progressive loss of order in natural systems. We recognize today that three mechanisms play a major role in the building of order: the nonlinear nature of most evolution laws, along with distance to equilibrium, and with the new paradigm, that emerged in the last forty years, as we recognize that networks present collective order properties not found in the individual nodes. We also address the result presented by Blumenfeld (L.A. Blumenfeld, Problems of Biological Physics, Springer, Berlin, 1981) showing that entropy decreases resulting from building one of the most complex biological structures, the human being, are small and may be trivially compensated for compliance with thermodynamics. Life is made at the expense of very low thermodynamic cost, so thermodynamics does not pose major restrictions to the emergence of life. Besides, entropy does not capture our idea of order in biological systems. The above questions show that science is not free of conflicts and backlashes, often resulting from excessive extrapolations.
our point of view, of particular importance and addressed in this work: on one hand, the end of the mechanist determinism, originated from the extrapolation of the achievements of the Newtonian mechanics at the XVII th and XVIII th centuries, and on the other, the end of the apparent incompatibility between biology, where the emergence of ordered structures is a law, and physics, postulating, since the XIX th century a progressive loss of order in natural systems, quantified by an irreversible increase of entropy. We discuss how the diffusion of the determinism principles occurred in the Western civilization, how the extrapolation of these principles beyond the limits of the movement of bodies progressively took place, some conflicts and consequences of that extrapolation, and the new vision we currently have of evolution. We recognize today that the future can be changed and we understand that the onset of both order, with unpredictable features, namely, the onset of the fully new and of the aperiodic JOSé PONTES behavior, unpredictable beyond a finite limit of time, with features of what we call today Chaos, are compatible with the laws governing the evolution of the natural systems; and we identify in the nonlinear nature of the evolution laws, a mechanism commonly found in the evolution laws of natural systems, as a major driving property that prompts for shaping the future, and stays on the basis of both the self-organization, and of the chaotic evolution of systems. Order and chaos share the same origin. In addition, a new paradigm has emerged in the last forty years as we recognize that non equilibrium networks not too far from the chaotic behavior, and consisting of nodes sparsely connected, are a major source of emerging structures, with properties not deriving from those of the individual nodes. We call these networks as Complex Systems.
We also recognize that the laws of thermodynamics do not pose major restrictions to the onset of order in biological systems. In this sense, we address the problem of quantifying order in living matter, and discuss todays well known result showing that the building of living matter is not made at the expense of significant decreases of entropy (Blumenfeld 1981) . Living matter does not present an "anti-entropic" tendency, what leads to the conclusion that entropy does not capture the intuitive idea of order we have in living beings; and we do not have an alternative variable available for that. But the result also shows that entropy decreases occurring at the ordering of living systems can be easily compensated with associated physical and chemical processes in order to fulfill the overall restriction posed by thermodynamics. Biological systems self organize at a very low thermodynamic cost.
The two questions point to principles originated in science that we recognize today as false: the mechanist determinism and the apparent incompatibility between physics and biology. We then discuss the question that science is not free of conflicts, lines of thinking and backlashes, often resulting from excessive extrapolations.
2-FRoM RenAsCenCe to tHe XVIII th CentURY
Though existing before Renascence, the ideas about determinism spread in the Western civilization from that period, and were boosted by the outstanding achievements of the Rational Mechanics of the XV th and XVI th centuries. Its principle postulates that given the state of a system at a certain time, the whole future is uniquely defined as the past uniquely defines the present. Both the entire future and the entire past are contained in the present. Extrapolation of the principle beyond the domain of mechanics led to the idea that the future, also including men's future, is fully defined at the present and therefore cannot be changed. The principle collides with the Western civilization traditions that postulate man's freedom, and his ability to create the new.
Renascence was characterized by the exhaustion of the model of life proposed to the Western man, developed throughout the Middle Age with strong influence of the Church, and to a return to the principles that guided men in the classical Greek-Roman period. In parallel, the discovery of the Earth's roundness, confirmation that the Sun is at the center of the Solar System, the discovery of the laws governing the dynamics of the Universe, the wealth brought by the New World, and the diffusion of the knowledge through the recently invented press gave man an unprecedented autonomy. Among the advances experienced by science we may cite Galileo's studies of the fall of bodies in the slippery slope. Galileo showed that the velocity attained by a body depends only on the height of the device and not on its slope. Galileo also showed that, in the opposite sense, a single height can be associated to each given velocity, defining a one to one relationship between velocity and height (Stengers 1989) . For some authors, this finding inaugurates Mathematical Physics, or Rational Mechanics. Later, Kepler identified the laws governing the planets motion around the Sun, which were subsequently generalized by Newton.
The decline of the Church's influence on the principles that guided the Western man left a room to be filled. Vargas Llosa (1995) cites the replacement of the Church's saints by new symbols with similar status, like algebra, geometry, astronomy, anatomy, poetry and logics, among others. Monuments left by the Renascence testify to this fact. By saints we refer to symbols that express man's need and search for endurance and transcendence.
Not surprisingly, in consequence of the autonomy acquired by the understanding of the laws of the Universe, and with the affluence brought by the wealth from the New World, the baroque emerged in the Western culture, a rich period committed to a new formalism. The baroque is not limited to art, but also encompasses science. Major advances in mechanics occurred at that period, like the development of calculus with several variables, and the discovery of the laws governing wave motion, among others. The rigorous and elegant mathematical formalism of the rational mechanics became well established, both reflecting and contributing to shape the culture of the period. Modern science experienced a golden age at the XVIII th century, with dominance of the mechanics.
In a more general way, the outstanding achievements of science strongly influenced the development of the Enlightenment and Rationalism, which endorse the use of mathematics as an essential tool to explain the truth. (Moreira 1999) . Upon addressing the problem of light refraction, Maupertuis proposed a principle of minimum action, according to which light chooses a path where neither the length of the path nor the elapsed time taken to travel between two points located in different mediums is minimum. Rather, nature minimizes the "action" defined as the sum of the products of distances covered times the corresponding velocities.
Maupertuis subsequently extended the minimum action principle to the dynamics of particles in movement, stating that all changes in the universe proceed to minimize the sum of the product of the bodies (masses) times the length of the path covered and the associated velocity. Lack of precise specification of the intervals to which the principle should be applied and the fact it holds only when energy is conserved, as found by Euler, prevented Maupertuis' action principle of leading to new significant results in the framework of mechanics (Moreira 1999). However, his efforts to introduce an unifying minimization or maximization principle for the whole mechanics deserve mention. Proceeding with his extrapolations, Maupertuis proposed an arithmetic model for men's moral JOSé PONTES behavior and political action based on his minimum action principle where life pains and difficulties are minimized and enjoyments are maximized. In the realm of biology, he proposed a theory of generation (i.e. reproduction) where living matter possessed a self-organizing "intelligence" that was analogous to the current concept of affinity. By looking at the history of the scientific institutions and how relations between science and political power evolved we note that Maupertuis presents the vision of an ordered and hierarchical world that reassured the nobility (Moreira 1999).
At the end of the century, science attained political power, with Laplace being senator and minister of Napoleon. But, as Renascence pointed to the exhaustion of a model and to the end of an era, Enlightenment and Rationalism became exhausted at the end of the XVIII th century. A symbol of this exhaustion are the French military defeats of the beginning of the XIX th century.
3-XIX th CentURY AnD BeGInnInG oF tHe XX th CentURY
To the Enlightenment and the Rationalism raised in opposition the Romantic movement, born in Germany and England. At first, Romanticism broke with the dominant formalism. In music, Beethoven gradually dropped the form so far used. Works like his sixth symphony praise nature, countryside life and simpleness, in contrast with the exuberance adopted by the baroque to portray the reality. But Beethoven's Romanticism is also characterized by the condemnation of the excesses of Rationalism, in particular of Napoleon's wars, as expressed in his ninth symphony. In Spain, Beethoven finds parallel in Goya, with his denounce of the horrors of the war, as portrayed for instance in the Massacre of the May 3 rd , 1808 (see Fig. 1 ). His paintings also portray the impairment of the royalty to figure out the essential of the moment, praise Spanish countryside scenes and dive in the depths of the human soul as depicted in the black series. To our understanding, Romanticism played the important role of denouncing the excesses of the XVIII th century, also including those of mechanics. The movement decayed through the XIX th century into alternative forms, and left room to the Modernism at the end of the century. In science, the century opened with the debacle of Napoleon's empire and with the decline of rd 1808 (Prado Museum, Madrid). The painting portrays the horrors of Napoleon's invasion of the Iberian Peninsula and denounces the excesses of the Rationalism, to which science was strongly committed.
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Enlightenment and Rationalism was also the century of the decline of mechanics (Truesdell 1982a, b) . Right in 1806 Fourier enunciated the law governing heat conduction in solids, which does not derive from the laws of mechanics, breaking the dominance of the discipline and joining the Romantic movement in the criticism to principles established in the previous century. For some authors, this law inaugurates thermodynamics (Prigogine and Stengers 1979) . The development of thermodynamics proceeded through the XIX th century, and at the second half of the century, electromagnetism prospered. However, thermodynamics brought along with the second law the notions of irreversibility, of the progressive disordering of an initial order and the concept of entropy, a new variable expected to quantify order. By doing so, thermodynamics introduced a new point of conflict between science and evidences of the onset of order recurrently arising in nonequilibrium systems.
In the last years of the XIX th century and first years of the XX th modern physics emerged with the discoveries of discontinuity of the matter and the formulation of the theories of relativity and quantum mechanics. Classical mechanics no longer applied to heat, to the too big, and to the too small. But it was up to Poincaré to further restrict the limits of the discipline by verifying, upon addressing the three-bodies problem in celestial mechanics, that orbits initially close follow intricate trajectories and eventually diverge. Poincaré then raised doubts about the ability of Newtonian mechanics to predict the future of systems whose evolution is governed by said laws. Indeed, Poincaré missed the computer -an essential instrument for our present understanding of nature -that would have allowed him to further investigate what he clearly devised, and that we call today by chaos. Still in the XIX th century Liouville found the sufficient conditions for periodicity of the motion of Hamiltonian systems, by showing that if a constant of the entire system exists for the pair energy/momentum associated to each body, then periodicity is enforced (Nicolis 1995) . This is the case of the two-bodies problem, where we have a pair energy/momentum for each body and two constants of the whole system, namely its total energy and momentum. As no further constants exist for the motion of more than two bodies, periodicity is no longer enforced, though not forbidden. The reading of some authors suggests that the accomplishment of the theory was still in course (Truesdell 1982a, b) , and that periodicity would eventually be proved for all cases, what is actually not the case. Periodicity is not enforced for systems comprising more than two bodies, the most common situation found in celestial mechanics.
Reactions from thinkers against Rationalism and to the apparent incompatibility between physics and biology proceeded in the first years of the XX 
4-CHAos
Objections to the ideas of the mechanist determinism progressively made room through the XX th century.
The pioneer work of Poincaré on chaotic dynamics proceeded in the decade of 1920 with the works of Birkhoff (1927, cited by McMurann and Tattersall 1966) , later with Cartwright and Littlewood (McMurann and Tattersall 1996) in the decades JOSé PONTES of 1940 and 1950 , of Smale (1967 in the 1960's and with the Russian school of mathematicians, specially with Arnold (1963), Kolmogorov and coworkers (MacKay and Meiss 1987 , Ott 1993 , Schuster 1995 . Landau (1944) assumed turbulence as a phenomena consisting of an infinite number of oscillators, each one with undefined phase. However, the existence of an infinite number of oscillators (degrees of freedom) is not mandatory for the emergence of chaos. In 1963 Lorenz, addressed the evolution of a system with a three dimensional dynamics, known as the Lorenz model. The model was obtained upon simplifying the equations governing the evolution of the RayleighBénard system, which consists of a thin layer of fluid heated by below. The rest state becomes unstable and is replaced by a structure of convection cells as the imposed temperature difference between the horizontal lower and upper boundaries exceeds a certain threshold. Lorenz noted that trajectories in the space of independent variables (phase space) present an aperiodic behavior, though converging to a limited subspace named attractor. In addition, trajectories initially close eventually divert away. Any error in identifying the initial condition prevents the evaluation of the system position in the phase space beyond a finite horizon of time. The aperiodic and deterministic character, but nevertheless unpredictable due to the sensitivity of the evolution to uncertainties in the initial condition, makes the Lorenz model chaotic (see Fig. 2 ).
About sixty years after the works of Poincaré, Kolmogorov (1954) , Arnold (1963) and Moser (1967) proved the result nowadays known as the KAM theorem, which shows that the motion in the phase space of systems governed by Hamiltonian mechanics is neither completely regular nor completely irregular, but that the type of trajectory is strongly affected by the chosen initial conditions. Thus, stable regular classical motion is the exception, on contrary to what was previously assumed (Schuster 1995). It should be noted that the irregular motion described for instance by planets around a star results from the weak disturbance introduced by other celestial bodies, like natural satellites, or other planets in orbit with the same star. Irregularities in the orbit of a planet occur in long term time scales, often of order of a billion of years.
In 1971 excessive and that systems with three degrees of freedom can already display chaos. As another example of system showing aperiodic behavior with sensitivity to the initial conditions we may cite the pendulum. When left to oscillate freely the pendulum dynamics possesses two independent variables only, the angular displacement θ with respect to the vertical and the angular velocity θ ω =  , not fulfilling thus the necessary condition identified by Ruelle and Takens, as above, for the existence of chaos. Introduction of an external perturbation adds the missing third dimension to the dynamics and the pendulum, driven sufficiently away from equilibrium becomes chaotic. The motion of the damped pendulum driven by a periodic force is governed by the equation:
where the term stands for the external forcing and the required third degree of freedom for the onset of chaotic behavior. It can be shown that the response of a nonlinear system to a forcing with a periodic frequency Ω progressively contains new harmonics, generated by nonlinearities, namely, by products of functions describing the system state. If the distance to equilibrium states is small values taken by these functions are also small and so are their products and the new harmonics added to the system state. Distance to equilibrium is thus a requirement for triggering nonlinear effects. The new harmonics strongly depend on the previous state, which ultimately depends on the initial condition. Small differences in the initial condition may result in quite different states after finite elapsed times; and the continuous addition of new harmonics may lead to aperiodic behavior. Sensitivity to the initial conditions along with aperiodic behavior are basic features of a chaotic evolution. Fig. 3 shows the results of two simulations of the undamped pendulum in the chaotic regime, driven with different frequencies. Diagrams at the left show the evolution of the angular velocity ω as function of time and, at right, the evolution projected in the ω × θ plane of the phase space. The above examples show how evidences built up through the XX th century, that even systems governed by deterministic laws may present unpredictable behavior beyond a certain time limit. In this respect Lighthill (1986) writes:
We are deeply conscious today that the enthusiasm of our forebears for the marvelous achievements of Newtonian Mechanics led them to make generalizations in this area of predictability which, indeed, we may have generally tended to believe before 1960, but which we recognize were false.
5-teMPoRAL oRDeR
Not only chaos was identified in natural systems along the first half of the XX th century, but also the onset of cooperative effects, rhythms and spatial order. Belousov (1958 , cited by Murray 1989 and Zhabotinsky (1967) (cited by Glansdorff and Prigogine 1971) addressed the chemical oscillations found in the oxidation of a solution of malonic acid in presence of cerium sulfate and potassium bromate. In addition to time oscillations the chemical system shows propagation of flat, curve and spiral waves, steady patterns and spatiotemporal chaos.
Since the decade of 1950 Prigogine (Prigogine 1967 , Glansdorff and Prigogine 1971 , Nicolis and Prigogine 1977 , Prigogine and Stengers 1979 , 1988 ) struggled against determinism and looked for scientific reasons justifying the onset of order. In 1970 Prigogine and Lefever (Glansdorff and Prigogine 1971) proposed an auto-catalytic model of chemical reactions later named as Brusselator. The model is given by:
where A and B are reagents kept with constant concentrations. Application of the mass action law leads to the following two nonlinear equations: Fig. 4 . The fixed point locates inside the limit cycle and any trajectory originated in or outside evolves towards that curve. The Brusselator is thus an example of the onset of temporal order. Having a two dimensional dynamics the model, without spatial dependence, does not present chaotic behavior. As in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction, introduction of spatial dependence provides the model with an infinite dimensional dynamics, which shows steady patterns of several types, waves and spatiotemporal chaos (Borckmans et al. 1993 ).
6-sPAtIAL oRDeR
As an example of spatial order in physical systems we may cite the buckling of a slender beam submitted to compressive loading along its neutral line. As the loading exceeds a critical threshold the straight neutral line looses stability and is replaced by a curve which depends on the applied loading and on the boundary conditions. The amplitude of the curve grows until saturation by the nonlinearities of the problem.
As a second example we cite the development of a boundary layer over a flat plate. Close to the leading edge the boundary layer is laminar. Upon moving away from that point the laminar flow (base state) becomes unstable and first time dependent perturbations appear. Being initially small the products of functions describing different perturbations are negligible in the evolution equations. Each perturbation evolves independently of others. Upon moving further away from the leading edge the amplitude of perturbations increase and the product of the functions describing different ones can no longer be neglected in the evolution equations. Perturbations start inter-acting, leading to cooperative effects, to the onset of more complex structures and eventually, to a progressive disordering of the structures and to turbulence. The non-dimensional distance to the leading edge is the Reynolds number, which is the bifurcation parameter that controls the stability of the base state (see Fig. 5 ). Figure 5 -Onset of order and turbulence in a boundary layer developed by the flow over a flat plate: At short distances from the leading edge the boundary layer is laminar. Beyond a critical distance to the leading edge the laminar flow becomes unstable and first time dependent perturbations are amplified. As the amplitude of the unstable perturbations increase interactions take place leading to the emergence of new unstable modes and eventually to the onset of turbulence where an explosion of more complex spatio-temporal structures of vortices occurs, as far as distance of equilibrium is maintained. JOSé PONTES We may also cite the spatial structures theoretical found by Turing (Turing 1952 , Murray 1989 by considering the stability of the space homogeneous solutions of a set of two nonlinear reactiondiffusion equations. Turing showed that, if the ratio between the diffusion coefficient of the two chemical species exceeds a critical value (bifurcation point) the spatial homogeneous solution, with the concentration of both chemical species independent of the position in the reactor is unstable to periodic perturbations, which grow developing a spatial pattern. The theoretical work of Turing was confirmed experimentally in 1990 by de Kepper in Bordeaux, France (Castets et al. 1990) , and by Swinney in Austin, Texas (Virgil et al. 1992) . The ratio between the diffusion coefficients is thus the bifurcation parameter that controls the stability of the homogeneous state.
As another example, we cite the spatial patterns developed in the hydrodynamic field developed between two coaxial counter-rotating disks. Rotation of the disks induces an outward flow close to the surface which is replaced by an inflow at the center of the setup Fig. 6 . Several stationary solutions exist, independent of the azimuthal angular coordinate θ. As in the problem of the boundary layer developed over a flat plate, where the stability of the base state is controlled by a Reynolds number that is the non-dimensional distance to the leading edge, the stability of the flow between the counter rotating disks is controlled by non-dimensional distance to the rotation axis. The steady solutions loose stability beyond a certain distance and a spatial pattern emerges. An example of pattern formation in the setup is shown in Fig. 6 (Ferreira 2013) . 
7-oRDeR AnD CoMPLeXItY
Over the last three centuries science has followed the program of breaking complex systems into parts and parts into successive smaller parts hoping to understand the whole by understanding the behavior of the individual smaller ones. This program -reductionism -though spectacularly successful in the past, and certainly in the future, not always gives hints on how to use information gathered from the parts to understand the behavior of the whole. Here, the difficulty lies in the fact that sufficiently large systems may display emergent collective properties not existing in the parts (Kauffman 1987 (Kauffman , 2008 . In the last forty years we devise a new way to pursue, opposite to the prevailing reductionism, and consisting in understanding the behavior of complex systems, namely, of networks of connected nodes driven far from equilibrium, and displaying emerging self organizing properties not found in the dynamics of the individual nodes.
As an example we discuss some properties of sufficiently large networks of boolean nodes studied by Kauffman (Kauffman 1995 , 2008 , Nussensweig 1999 . Nodes in these networks can be activated or not, depending on information received from a number of other nodes and on the control rules randomly assigned to the nodes. Networks so constructed show a variety of qualitatively different behaviors. Starting from an out of equilibrium initial conditions networks too loosely connected evolve to a steady state with part of the nodes activated and the remaining ones deactivated. If the state of a few number of nodes changes the original state is rapidly restored. The network is too rigid and does not propagate information. Networks too connected evolve towards a chaotic state with almost all nodes twinkling between the two states. Changing the state of a few number of nodes does not reflect on the chaotic behavior of the network. These networks do not propagate information either. Kauffman observed that networks sparsely connected, and not too far from the chaotic behavior, often present a number of emerging properties not existing in the individual nodes, and that cannot be derived from the particular dynamics of each one. This is what we call complexity. These networks self organize in an ordered steady state with clusters of activated nodes, clusters of inactivated ones and clusters of nodes switching between the two states. Change of the state of a not too big number of nodes temporarily changes the state of part of the network but the original structure of steady and twinkling nodes is eventually restored. The network does propagate information. Larger perturbations may drive the network to a different steady state. However, attraction basins exist, with states in the neighborhood of a steady state eventually evolving to a tiny subspace of the space of possible states the system may attain. Kauffman found a number of attractors substantially smaller than the number of possible states of the network.
In addition, Kauffman observed networks at the edge of chaos, showing a compromise between stability and flexibility to cope with an evolving environment. Stability comes from the fact that small changes in the environment, for instance, in the rules governing the input signals and the corresponding effect on the state of some nodes does not affect the steady state of the network. Flexibility is reflected in small changes in the steady state of the network, in response to changes in the environment.
Applying the results concerning the behavior of boolean networks to genetic regulation Kauffman interprets the attractors as different types of cell (Nussensweig 1999).
8-oRDeR AnD entRoPY
Most processes taking place inside living cells, also including those that lead to the onset of order, result in positive or negative changes of entropy, which is the variable we have available to quantify order. This section summarizes the results presented by Blumenfeld (1981) , showing that entropy decreases associated to "biological ordering" are small and that onset of life is done at a very low thermodynamic cost. Blumenfeld evaluated the entropy decrease associated to the following processes: 1. Building, from individual cells, a multicellular living organism containing 10 13 cells, which is the approximate number found in a human being. It was assumed that all cells are different and that positions of cells are not interchangeable. An entropy decrease ∆S = 10 −9
cal/K was found; 2. Building of 10 13 cells from biopolymers like proteins, nucleic acids (DNA), phospholipids, etc., each cell having 10 8 biomolecules.
It was assumed that all molecules are different and that the position of each molecule is unique. The entropy decrease found was ∆S = 6×10 −2 cal/K. This value comprises the decrease associated to the placement of each cell; 3. Formation of 7 kg of proteins and of 150 g of nucleic acid (DNA), which are the approximate amounts found in a human being, from the corresponding monomers. These amounts correspond to 3 × 1025 aminoacid residues and to 3 × 1023 nucleotide residues, respectively. The estimated entropy decreases are ∆S = 300cal/K and ∆S = 1,6cal/K, respectively. These figures take into account the decrease associated to the positioning of each residue in a cell and the placement of each cell in the multicellular being. Building of a biological structure like a human being requires thus an approximate entropy decrease of 301,6 cal/K, the main contribution being due to the formation of proteins and of DNA from monomers. The entropy decrease associated to the formation of one the most complex biological structures -the human being -may thus be trivially compensated by associated physical or chemical processes. For instance, evaporation of 170 g water or oxidation of 900 g of glucose results in an entropy increase of 300 cal/K; and, according to thermodynamic criteria, 10 13 different unicellular organisms are almost as organized as a human being. Formation of biological structures is made thus almost free of thermodynamic cost.
9-nonLIneARItY AnD CoMPLeXItY: enGInes oF UnPReDICtABILItY AnD oF tHe onset oF oRDeR
The facts and examples discussed in Secs. 4 -7 show how ideas about determinism lost room and it became clear that the onset of chaos, but also, of temporal and spatial order is consistent with the natural laws. The new paradigm became indisputable from the decade of 1970. In 1970 Prigogine coined the expression Dissipative Structures to name the class of temporal and/or spatial structures developed in far from equilibrium systems. Haken (1983 Haken ( , 1993 named as Sinergy the cooperative effects resulting from nonlinear effects and leading to the onset of order. The expression is widely used nowadays outside science. The onset of order and of chaos relies on the nonlinear nature of the evolution laws, a mathematical property frequently found in evolution laws. As discussed in Sec. 4 nonlinearity provides a mechanism to continuously adding new harmonics to the functions describing the system behavior. Distance to equilibrium is a must to trigger nonlinear effects and a minimum of three degrees of freedom is required for the onset of chaos, a condition easily fulfilled by natural systems. In the last forty years an additional paradigm emerges as we recognize that networks consisting of sufficiently large number of sparsely connected nodes, and not too far from the chaotic behavior -Complex Systems -display new collective order properties not found in the nodes.
Life is made at the expense of very low thermodynamic cost so the thermodynamic laws do not pose, in fact, major restrictions to the onset of life.
10-A WoRD on tHe PosItIon oF ConteMPoRARY sCIenCe
As discussed in this work modern science evolved from a conflicting position with the Western culture, to a different view of nature. The conflict resulted from the statement that all natural phenomena evolve deterministically, a postulate that collides with the principle that man is free and that the future can be shaped. In the words of Prigogine:
The collision between the Western civilization and modern science was unavoidable, since Western civilization is based on the JudaicChristian tradition, where time is the most important element, and time does not exist in modern science, where the whole past and the whole future are contained in the present.
An additional point of conflict arose from the principle that order can be destroyed but not created. Both principles were criticized by philosophers, by art and by science itself, along the XIX th century and first years of the XX th century.
It is clear today that the spontaneous emergence of new ordered structures, of rhythms, but also of chaos, is a rule in far from equilibrium systems and in large networks. At the same time, we realize that our ability to predict the future is limited. We cannot even predict the motion of three coupled pendula (Kauffman 1995) . But man has recovered the freedom and responsibilities lost with the development of Newtonian mechanics. The future can be shaped in absolutely new structures. Science gives us today a picture in constant evolution of nature, as evolves our understanding of the Universe from other points of view. We live in a period where science and other tools we dispose to describe and understand nature provide complimentary and, in many aspects, converging views.
